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GOLD

CMP: 27938(oct)

Gold for current week ,be bullish only if trades above 28200.Just be in teji in gold .The upside level for gold are
29120-29150.Gold yesterday hit a level of 29000.This zone is high resistance zone.Short term gold is in bullish phase
but for long term a big fall is expected.
If 28700 is not crossed in oct gold contract then gold shall fall upto 25600 again.Our outlook is bearish .For more info
join us.

SILVER

CMP: 41406

Silver has very strong support @ 40500.Silver if start to trade below 40400 silver shall head for target of
39000-39500 for current week.On upside be on bullish side only if silver trades above 42500 which act as
a resistance.For intraday sell on rise and turning levels join us for subscription or learn to find levels based
on W D Gann Techniques.

COPPER

CMP: 425.4

Be in teji in copper only above 430.Intraweek sell around 426-427 with 430.1 as stoploss.
Just see yesterday copper top and our selling level.Ohh yes it happened in copper by luck ....just see
nickel zone for selling..it may also happen with a luck---just see zinc prediction 112.9 sell high 112.85
....lead high 127.8 as predicted yesterday.natural gas achived 205 target writing since last 15 days.All the
target and levels cannot come by luck .Its a science of prediction.Learn it.

NICKEL

CMP: 846.6

Nickel has strong resistance in 850-855 zone.Intraday sell nickel at 855 stoploss 860.1 .Target 826

NATURAL GAS

CMP:206.6

Natural gas is sell on rise commodity.Intraweek sell natural gas around 215 217 with 219.1 as stoploss and 205 and
194 as target in coming days.

ZINC
Intraweek sell zinc around 112.9 with 113.5 as stoploss and 108 as target in coming days

CMP: 111.8

Lead

CMP: 128

Lead short around 128.8 with 129.3 as stoploss and 124 as target.

CMP: 6561
CRUDE OIL

.

Crude outlook is bullish till the time crude is above 6300.Intraweek major resistance in crude is at 64906520 zone.Be bullish till 6500 and then in 6500-6540 can think of selling.As expected crude is hovering
around 6560.Still for today we see some more bullishness till 6620-6640 zone.
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